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In this article, the authors establish various ﬁniteness results concerning the Hfppf
of aﬃne groups in
p-adic and global characteristic-zero settings, using the modern theory of group schemes and torsors.
Based on these results, they obtain the following generalization of a ﬁniteness theorem of Platonov: Let
S be a ﬁnite set of ﬁnite places of a number ﬁeld F , and let AS be the ring of S-integers in F . Consider
a group AS -scheme G and a ﬂat AS -scheme X of ﬁnite type equipped with a left G-action. Let Z0 ⊂ X
be a closed AS -subscheme which is ﬂat over AS , and let loc(Z0 ) be the set of closed subschemes Z ⊂ X
which are G(Av )-translates of Z at each ﬁnite place v ∈
/ S, where Av stands for the ring of integers in
Fv . Then G(AS )\loc(Z0 ) is ﬁnite.

The geometric, i.e. equal characteristic p > 0 case is also discussed, and the ﬁniteness theorem alluded to
above requires stronger conditions.
For the entire collection see [Zbl 1277.14003].
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